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THANKFUL THIS INDEPENDENCE DAY

A

s I sit at my computer to write this column for the Summer

By Blair Metzger, PE

2021 issue of Solutions, we are about a week away from the

President
Rock Rapids, IA Office

Independence Day holiday. As I try to do every year at this time,

I reflect on how fortunate I am to live in this great country, and to be
able to enjoy all of the benefits it provides. I recently read an article by
someone who emigrated to the US from another country, and was struck
by his heart-felt appreciation for our country and the opportunities
it has given him, which I believe we sometimes forget as we see the
tensions, discord, and unrest all around us. We truly have much for which to be thankful, which extends to all
of our clients who have given us the chance to be part of their projects and operations.
Staying with the topic of being thankful, our firm recently received a kind thank-you note and illustration
from some young ladies in one of the local communities for which we provide engineering support for critical
infrastructure. As you can see from the accompanying illustration, having basic needs met for electrical
power and water helped them survive the
pandemic upheaval. It is always nice to be
recognized for the role that our staff plays in
many communities in making sure those basic
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needs are met.
This edition of Solutions includes a deep
Rock Rapids & Sioux City, IA
Sioux Falls, SD
e-mail dgr@dgr.com

dive into a unique water treatment issue
in Sergeant Bluff, Iowa, that presented a

800-446-2531

challenging but ultimately successful effort

dgr.com

a way that solved operational issues while re-

to retrofit a relatively-new treatment plant in
using to the extent possible the facilities that
had been constructed only a short time ago.
In addition, information about a stormwater management solution
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for Crooks, South Dakota is included, plus background information

DGR Engineering, the DGR Engineering logo and DGR Solutions are service marks
of DGR Engineering. An equal opportunity employer.

of summer interns to introduce and celebrate.

SUMMER 2021

We hope that everyone reading this document has a wonderful and
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pertaining to proper management of oil-filled devices is covered. And,
as usual, we have new employees, newly-licensed staff, and a bunch

safe summer, and thanks for your interest in DGR Engineering! 
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WATER SERVICES

UNIQUE TWO-STAGE FILTRATION
SOLVES TREATMENT CAPACITY PROBLEM
By Darin Schriever, PE
Project Manager
Rock Rapids, IA Office

By Ryan Norman, PE

Project Engineer
Rock Rapids, IA Office

Introduction
When the City of Sergeant Bluff, IA was facing treatment capacity limitations
at their new water treatment plant (WTP), the City turned to DGR Engineering
for solutions. Attempts to improve performance of the existing facility were
unsuccessful, and it was determined that a major treatment modification was
needed to reach capacity goals. DGR Engineering (DGR) designed a two-stage
treatment process which accomplished several treatment goals including
biological ammonia removal, iron and manganese removal, operational
simplification, and maximizing the treatment capacity. Gas chlorine is the only
chemical used in the process.
Background
Sergeant Bluff, a rapidly growing community along the I-29 corridor in
northwest Iowa, is experiencing growth in residential, commercial, and
industrial facilities. In 2010, the City built a new WTP to replace an aging
facility and anticipated the investment would fuel their communities growth
for decades to come. The WTP had a design capacity of 2.5 MGD (1850 gpm)
and was built to easily expand to 3.7 MGD (2800 gpm) in the future.
Unfortunately, the new WTP performance never met expectations. The primary
problem was that the plant could not adequately remove manganese. The
naturally occurring ammonia in the water also complicated the oxidation and
disinfection process. Operators could only run the WTP at about 800 gpm
(40-45% of design capacity) to obtain reasonable filtered water manganese
levels. The City worked with the original project engineers, manufacturers, and
suppliers for years to resolve the issues but was not able to achieve meaningful
capacity improvements. At the reduced capacity, the City could supply existing
demands only, and did not have capacity to allow their community to grow.
Addition under construction
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Project Approach
In August 2014, after several years of frustrations with the new WTP, the City
contacted DGR to find solutions. The first goal was to thoroughly understand
the existing system. The DGR team used considerable effort attempting
to improve the performance of the existing system, including water quality
testing, chemical feed adjustments, and changing and fine tuning the
controls. Eventually, the decision was made to allow the filter to go biological
to see if performance would improve. The biologically active filters made
very little change to the manganese removal. However, the system did
experience the benefit of natural ammonia removal, thereby significantly
decreasing chlorine usage to attain free chlorine residual.
Following the initial optimization effort, DGR & City staff conducted a pilot
study to test various media types and chemical treatments. The first pilot
study was conducted from February 2016 to March 2016 and was designed
around the existing WTP equipment to see if changes to the media would
provide higher treatment capacity. The pilot equipment consisted of three
different filter columns:

Raw Water Quality
• Iron: 1.3-3.6 mg/L
• Manganese: 0.40-0.53 mg/L
• Ammonia: 0.25-0.36 mg/L as N
• Hardness: 430-510 mg/L as CaCO3
(25-30 gpg)
• Alkalinity: 410-440 mg/L as CaCO3
• TDS: 520-640 mg/L

Project Owner:
City of Sergeant Bluff, IA
Key Experiences:
■ Implementation of twostage filtration process
■ State Revolving Fund (SRF)
financing
■ Working with the Iowa
Department of Natural
Resources to obtain
variance approvals

1. Existing media (single 24-inch layer of sand with field
applied proprietary coating)
2. Dual media (anthracite over greensand)
3. Pyrolusite
Results of the pilot study seemed gloomy at best. It seemed that no
combination of media and chemical treatment in the original equipment
would provide the desired performance.
A particularly challenging aspect of the problem was the fact that Sergeant
Bluff had a large investment in a new facility. Starting over with a completely
new facility would be a last resort. It was very important to the City to utilize
existing infrastructure to limit the cost of modifications to the system.
Feeling some frustration with the situation and turning a bit introspective,

the design team started asking several questions, such as “Is there a

■ National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit for
backwash waste discharge
Key Features:
■ High rate filtration
application
■ Biological ammonia removal
■ Operation and maintenance
simplification

Transfer pumps and detention tank
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WATER SERVICES
A

A
K

PH
F
STAGE 2

DISTRIBUTION
LEGEND:
= EXISTING
= NEW
W = WELLS
A = AERATOR

DT = DETENTION TANK
HSP = HIGH SERVICE PUMP
K = POTASSIUM
PERMANGANATE
PO = POLYMER
F = FILTER

Original System
Chemical Additions

• Potassium Permanganate
(oxidation)
• Polymer (coagulation)
• Phosphate (corrosion control,
iron/manganese sequestering)
• Chlorine (disinfection &
breakpoint, free chlorine residual)

New System Chemical
Addition

• Chlorine (manganese filtration,
disinfection & breakpoint, free
chlorine residual)

PILOT EQUIPMENT

PH = PHOSPHATE
CL2 = CHLORINE
C = CLEARWELL
XFR = TRANSFER PUMP

F
STAGE 1

F
STAGE 1

HSP

C

DISTRIBUTION

robust way to deal with iron, manganese and ammonia while maintaining
a relatively simple and efficient process?” Answers did not come overnight;
however, in reviewing the pilot study data again and trying to highlight
anything positive, the design team noticed the dual media performed well
with respect to iron removal and filter run time, and the pyrolusite media
provided good manganese removal. A follow-up question arose: “Could a
hybrid system be implemented while utilizing at least some of the existing
equipment?”
Project Solution
Most assuredly the result of divine inspiration, what started as a back-ofthe-envelope idea began to take shape into an effective “outside the box”
solution. This creative design concept leveraged the “silver lining” of the
pilot study, and perhaps best of all, found a way to re-purpose all the major
components of the original WTP.
The idea was to aerate the water (as before) to oxidize the iron but remove
the potassium permanganate feed prior to the detention tank. The existing
two filters were converted into a “Stage-1” process for iron removal and
biological ammonia removal (nitrification). The manganese would not
oxidize with air-only and was expected to pass through Stage-1 along with
some iron.
The original facility had space for a third filter. The idea was to install a third
filter as a high-rate “Stage-2” process for manganese removal. Pyrolusite
media is known for its applications in high-rate filtration processes and
can effectively remove manganese in a dissolved form without the need
to first oxidize the manganese to particle form. The pyrolusite media was
regenerated by a continuous chlorine feed ahead of the Stage-2 filter.
The design team discussed the new concept with DNR staff, City staff,
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and engineers across the hall. The concept seemed
legitimate, but it needed to be field verified by second
pilot study. The Iowa DNR reviewed the pilot protocol
and ultimately approved the innovative concept. Pilot
Study #2 ran from November 2016 to January 2017
and consisted of a five-step process:
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stage filtration process, which used the two existing
filters for Stage-1 treatment and added a high-rate
pyrolusite filter for Stage-2 treatment into the space
already available in the building. The existing detention
tank was converted into a clearwell, and the finished
water piping was modified to utilize the original high
service pumps (HSPs). The only new structure that was
required was a new detention tank with associated
transfer pumps. Even the existing aerator was moved
to the new detention tank to minimize the cost of new
equipment. (See Figure 1 & 2 for before and after
process diagrams).

1. Aeration
2. Detention
3. Stage-1 filter with anthracite media loaded
at 4 gpm per square ft (gpm/SF).
4. Chlorine addition
5. Stage-2 filter with pyrolusite media loaded 		
at 8 gpm/SF.
The new system consists of several new components
and reconfigured existing equipment.
Pilot Study #2 demonstrated that a two-stage filtration
• Relocation of existing aerator: dissolved oxygen
process was an effective way to treat the City’s source
for iron oxidation and for nitrification
water. Iron was nearly completely removed in Stage-1
• New detention tank: iron oxidation and settling
using only air as the oxidant. Manganese levels from
• New transfer pumps
Stage-2 were very low. The pilot ran at the maximum
• Replacement of sand media with anthracite
loading rate and treated water from the City’s poorest
and installation of new backwash collection
quality well. Even under these worst-case conditions,
systems: iron removal and ammonia reduction
filter run times were over 40 hours. Previous full-scale
via nitrification in existing two filters (new Stage-1)
testing proved biological ammonia removal would occur
• New gas chlorine feed system: oxidant ahead of
naturally over time, so the pilot study period ended
the Stage-2 for pyrolusite regeneration and break
before any biological ammonia removal began.
point chlorination
• A new Stage-2 horizontal pressure filter with
With good pilot study results in hand, DGR developed
pyrolusite media: manganese removal
a preliminary engineering report (PER) and assisted
• Existing detention tank converted to clearwell
the City in submitting a funding application. The PER
• New finished water piping to re-use existing HSPs
outlined a plan to retrofit the existing facility into a two Page 14
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CIVIL / SURVEY

CITY OF CROOKS REPLACES AGING
INFRASTRUCTURE, IMPROVES DRAINAGE
By Jesse Morris, PE

Project Manager
Sioux Falls, SD Office

By Jacob Morris, PE

Project Engineer
Sioux Falls, SD Office

Recent televising reports of the existing sanitary sewer system within
the Palmira Addition in the City of Crooks, SD, revealed that the
original sewer pipe from the early 1970's was failing in multiple areas.
Furthermore, the existing water mains were undersized and there
was no dedicated storm drainage to adequately accommodate the
development. DGR Engineering (DGR) worked with the City to apply for
funding and develop a set of construction documents to replace the
aging infrastructure and improve drainage.
During the planning phase, it was noted that there was not sufficient
drainage in place to handle rain events throughout the development.
To address this issue, storm sewer was installed across  Page 15

Project Owner:
City of Crooks, SD
Key Experiences:

Key Features:

■ Worked with City to secure funding.

■ Improved existing drainage.

■ Develop plans for stabilization of unstable soils.

■ Replaced failing infrastructure.

■ Project phasing.
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ELECTRICAL POWER
When should I update my plan?
A review and evaluation of an SPCC Plan must occur at least once every
five years from the date of the last review. If changes (which could include a
number of situations) occur, an amendment must be prepared and certified
by a Professional Engineer. If the facility did not make any changes, the facility
owner or operator may self-certify their plan.
What was the deadline for the preparation for an SPCC Plan?
If your facility was built or began operation prior to November 10, 2011, it was
necessary to prepare and implement the SPCC prior to November 10, 2011. If
your operation started after November 10, 2011, it is necessary to prepare and
implement the SPCC plan before beginning operations.

A substation transformer within a concrete containment area.

A fuel oil storage tank installed within a concrete
containment area.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF AN EPA SPCC PLAN
By Travis Zipf, PE

Project Manager
Rock Rapids, IA Office

What is an SPCC Plan?
An SPCC (Spill Prevention, Control & Countermeasure) plan is a document
that describes oil handling procedures, spill prevention practices, controls,
and the resources (including personnel and equipment) at a facility that
are used to prevent an oil release from reaching a waterway. Aboveground
storage tanks, portable or mobile containers, lubrication systems, along
with oil-filled electrical equipment, such as transformers, breakers, and
switches, are included in an SPCC plan. Each SPCC plan must be prepared
in accordance with good engineering practice and must be certified by a
Professional Engineer, unless the facility meets specific eligibility criteria.
In this case, an owner/operator may be eligible to prepare and self-certify
the plan.

An SPCC plan can be thought
of as a form of spill prevention
insurance that will significantly
reduce the probability of an
unintentional release and
cleanup costs.

Do I need an SPCC Plan?
Count the containers with a storage capacity
equal to or greater than 55 gallons, and add up
the total volume at the facility (one contiguous
site). If the total aboveground capacity is greater
than 1,320 gallons, or if the buried storage is
greater than 42,000 gallons, an SPCC plan is
required.

What is defined as a container, and should it be counted toward
the total above?
A container could be a bulk storage tank, fuel oil day tank, lube oil drum,
waste oil tank, mineral oil tote, an engine crankcase, an in-use or spare
transformer, circuit breaker, etc. A 40-gallon pole-mount transformer can
be excluded from the evaluation of the facility total, but 300-gallon diesel
storage tanks cannot be excluded.
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Do I need to submit the SPCC Plan to EPA?
No. SPCC plans should be maintained at a facility attended for more than four
hours per day. If typically unattended, the plan should reside at the nearest
office or headquarters. Submit your plan to EPA only when requested.

Pad-mount transformer installation.

Does my qualifying substation need containment?
Oil-filled equipment, such as transformers, circuit breakers, switches, etc. are
subject to the general secondary containment requirements of the SPCC rule.
This means that these areas must be designed to address the most likely
quantity of oil that would be discharged. Secondary containment may be either
active or passive in design.
What if I do not have an SPCC Plan?
Failure to comply with the SPCC requirements is a civil violation of the Clean
Water Act and EPA can assess financial penalties. Failure to notify the EPA and
state authorities of a qualifying spill is a felony offense and significant fines and
jail time can be levied. Failure to have an SPCC plan on site can be particularly
serious in an accidental release occurs at the facility.
What should I do if I have a spill?
In the event of a major spill, evacuate the area and tend to those who may be
injured. Dial 911 to seek medical, law enforcement and fire-related assistance.
Notify EPA if more than 1,000 gallons of oil is discharged to navigable waters
in a single event or more than 42 gallons of oil in each of two discharges to
navigable waters within any 12-month period. An EPA notification does not
imply that your particular state requirements have been met.

Visual and audible alarms used
during fuel unloading.

Why bother with another government regulation?
It can be a real burden to stay current with all of the rules and regulations
that apply to your operation. An SPCC plan can be thought of as a form of
spill prevention insurance that will significantly reduce the probability that your
facility will experience an unintentional release and incur cleanup costs. If you
have a spill, the plan will help guide you through the notification and cleanup
process so you and your staff can respond to the situation with confidence.
What should I do if I have further questions?
Feel free to contact our office if you have any questions. If you would like to
do some research on your own, visit https://www.epa.gov/oil-spills-preventionand-preparedness-regulations. 

An oil circuit breaker installation.
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PEOPLE / HAPPENINGS
NEW EMPLOYEES

SUMMER INTERNS - ROCK RAPIDS OFFICE

CONFERENCE / TRADE SHOW /
CAREER FAIR SCHEDULE
 August 16-18
Minnesota Municipal Utilities Association
Summer Conference Trade Show
Brainerd, MN mmua.org

Josh Haken, LSIT

Technician/Surveyor
Water Services
Rock Rapids, IA Office

Andrew Hanshaw, EI
Engineer
Electrical Power
Rock Rapids, IA Office

 August 24-26
Minnesota Rural Water
Annual Conference
St. Cloud, MN mrwa.com

Brady Cork

Cole Grasma

Kade Griesse

Matt Haken

Cody Huisman

Zach Mettler

Kiley Metzger

Jarrett Meyer

Kalen Meyer

Josh Riibe

Water Services

Water Services

Electrical Power

Civil/Survey

Civil/Survey

 August 25-27
Four-State Aviation
Airport Conference
Kansas City, MO 4statesairportconference.com
 August 31-September 1
Iowa Rural Water Association
Fall Water/Wastewater Conference
Peosta, IA iowaruralwater.org/events

Josh Laleman, LSIT
Surveyor
Civil/Survey
Sioux Falls, SD Office

Nathan Sydow, EI

Engineer
Electrical Power
Rock Rapids, IA Office

 September 14
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
Career Fair (in person)
Rapid City, SD sdsmt.edu/Campus-Life/Career-Center

Sam Konechne
Electrical Power

Electrical Power

 September 15 & 21 (in person), September 23 (virtual)
Iowa State University
Career Fair
Ames, IA engineering.iastate.edu

Electrical Power

Electrical Power

Electrical Power

Electrical Power

SUMMER INTERNS - SIOUX FALLS OFFICE

 September 15-17
Iowa League of Cities
Annual Conference
Coralville, IA iowaleague.org
 September 15-17
South Dakota Water and Wastewater Association
Annual Conference
Rapid City, SD sdwwa.org

Andrew Wolters, EI
Engineer
Civil/Survey
Sioux Falls, SD Office

EARN P.E. LICENSES

 September 22-24
Minnesota Rural Electric Association
Rural Electric Management Association
Engineers & Operators Conference
Duluth, MN mrea.coop/event

Alex Andresen
Civil/Survey

Dylan Hanisch
Civil/Survey

Ethan Jensen
Civil/Survey

Luke LaRock
Civil/Survey

Zach Severson
Civil/Survey

Tyler Wood
Civil/Survey

SUMMER INTERN - SIOUX CITY OFFICE

 September 30
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology
Career Fair - (virtual)
Rapid City, SD sdsmt.edu/Campus-Life/Career-Center

Nathan Verros
12
| dgr.com
Travis
Featherston, PE
Engineer
Water Services
Culbertson, MT

Jacob Morris, PE

Engineer
Civil/Survey
Sioux Falls, SD Office

Civil/Survey
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UNIQUE TWO STAGE FILTRATION  Cont. from Page 7
Other Project Highlights
Chemical Feeds: The new design significantly simplified the chemical
feed requirements. The potassium permanganate, polymer and
phosphate feed systems were decommissioned. A new gas chlorine
system was constructed to provide capacity for the additional
chlorine demand for breakpoint chlorination and pyrolusite
media regeneration. Chlorine demands are expected to decrease
significantly when biological nitrification is established in the Stage-1
filters.
Backwash Conservation: The original WTP included a backwash water
recycle system, but it was not used due to the poor plant performance.
Backwash water was instead directed to the sanitary sewer system,
which resulted in additional sewer fees when Sergeant Bluff sent
their backwash water to Sioux City for treatment. It was important to
the City to have additional options and flexibility for managing filter
backwash water in an effort to reduce operational costs through
lower wastewater treatment fees. DGR helped the City to implement
these backwash management options:
1. Surface Water Discharge
2. Backwash Recycling/Reuse
3. Discharge to Sanitary Sewer
High Service Pumps: The old system used the HSPs to pump directly
from detention, through the filters, to distribution. Variable demand
in the distribution system caused significant flow variations through
the filters. The new detention tank and converted clearwell separates
the treatment process from high service pumping, which allows the
transfer pumps to provide a steady flow rate through the filters.
Additionally, the inlet piping for the existing HSPs was reconfigured
to align more closely with Hydraulic Institute standards and remedy
an unbalanced inlet condition that was resulting in premature pump
failure.
New filter
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The Plant in Operation
In February 2021, the new WTP went
through four weeks of rigorous operational
testing after the typical equipment startup
phase. The testing allowed time for DGR, the
City and the Contractor to work together to
test operational systems, verify performance
and make adjustments to the equipment
and control systems. Not surprisingly, a few
relatively minor changes were made during
the testing phase to improve the operation of
the system. The final week of testing included
a full week of operation at the full capacity
of 3.6 MGD (~2750 gpm). The new system
successfully met all the design criteria and
was placed on-line in March 2021.
After about three months of operation,
early indications are that the new system
is working very well. During the hot, dry
month of June 2021, the treatment plant
has been running at 1400 gpm, and has
supplied over 1.0 MGD demand on seven
different days, with a peak day near 1.5
MGD. Finished water iron and manganese
levels are consistently below EPA secondary
maximum contaminant level (SMCL) limits.
Biological ammonia reduction has not yet
begun; several months of operation and
natural acclimation are expected before
the nitrification process becomes well
established.

CITY OF CROOKS IMPROVES INFRASTRUCTURE
agricultural property and a detention basin was
constructed to minimize downstream impacts. Drain
tile was also installed under the curb and gutter to
allow property owners direct connection of their sump
pumps underground.
With only two access points into the development,
project phasing was critical to help facilitate property
owner access by keeping disturbance to a minimum
while also maintaining emergency access at all times.
A challenge presented on this project was that the
soils were unstable due to the new development

 Continued from Page 9

being constructed over a natural drainage path. Plans
were developed to include additional stabilization to
address these areas during construction as monitored
by field staff performing the construction observation.
DGR worked with the City of Crooks and the South
Dakota Department of Agriculture and Natural
Resources (SDDANR) to secure funding for the project.
Once funding was in place, DGR held public open
houses to inform the residents and gather feedback
during the development phase of the project. The
project was bid in 2019 and completed in 2020. 

City Staff have been tremendous throughout
the project. They performed commendably as
they made system adjustments, discussed
new ideas, operated pilot units, collected
data, and tested water quality (among many
other duties).
Solving water quality and treatment issues
often prove to be quite challenging. The
Sergeant Bluff project reinforced the value
of pilot studies and good quality data
collection. While some solutions may come
easier than others, patience, persistence,
creative thinking, and a good team go a long
way in getting the job done. 
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Rock Rapids & Sioux City, IA
Sioux Falls, SD

800-446-2531

dgr.com

WHAT IS IT?
Do you know what this is?

These are aluminum high voltage
electrical substation bus terminal
connectors. The standard NEMA
4-hole pad on each connector can
be bolted to many different types of
substation equipment and is rated to
carry hundreds to thousands of amps
of electrical current flow.
The connector on the right is for a
4-hole pad to rigid bus pipe interface,
where the bus pipe is attached
by welding it onto the end of the
connector.
The left connector provides a
4-hole pad to cable connection.
The cable is held by compressing
the barrel of the connector
onto the cable with a hydraulic
crimping tool. 

